Conjugated Polymer Nanotherapeutics for Next Generation Photodynamic Therapy
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Abstract
First and second-generation photosensitizers for Photodynamic Therapy (PDT) are in clinical trials, with a few approved for clinical application. While effective, several drawbacks have remained unaddressed that could increase the impact of PDT as an efficient therapy, including lack of selectivity to diseased tissue, toxicity, low to moderate light absorption, and poor solubility of the sensitizers that results in low bioavailability. It’s likely that a new generation of PDT sensitizers must be developed to improve on these shortcomings.

In this review, we summarize our progress in the development of Conjugated Polymer Nanoparticles as a next generation nanotherapeutic for Photodynamic Therapy. We show that their unprecedented light absorption, efficient ROS generation, high level of targeted delivery and selective uptake, absence of dark toxicity and high percentage of PDT induced cell mortality observed indicate a promising next generation PDT sensitizer. The simple design and ease of fabrication of the Conjugated Polymer Nanoparticles holds promise for broad applicability.
1. Introduction

Chemotherapy [1-5], surgery [6-8] and radiotherapy [9,10] are currently widely used in clinical settings for melanoma treatment. Surgery has recently seen improvements by the development of laser surgery [11-15] and fluorescence imaging guided surgery [16,17]. Promising new anticancer drugs such as doxorubicin [18-20] have been extensively studied, and STAT3 inhibitors [21-23] are currently under investigation. Nanotechnology based formulations have also shown promise with their improved delivery and therapeutic properties.[24,25] Photodynamic Therapy (PDT) has been shown to be a promising treatment scheme for specific tumor types through clinical trials and application at treatment centers [26-31]. Despite these advances, many cancers appear with challenges such as genetic diversity, drug resistance, and patient remission. In addition, drug delivery, drug effectiveness, and site specificity of treatments remain major challenges in the development of treatment strategies.

For cancers in tissues that are accessible without invasive surgery, Photodynamic Therapy (PDT) does provide an avenue as an adjuvant therapy to increase effectiveness of current leading treatment methods. In particular, it has been recently shown that PDT can elicit an antitumor immune response.[32] Photodynamic Therapy (PDT) can be also highly suitable for Stage II and Stage III cancers, where tumors have developed and metastasis to nearby lymph nodes may have occurred. In PDT a photosensitizer is administered to tissue and irradiated with visible light matching to the absorption spectrum of the photosensitizer.[25,32] The photosensitizer produces Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS), highly reactive forms of oxygen, which can result in cell mortality.[33-35] PDT does, however, present problems with sensitizer solubility (most are hydrophobic and not compatible with physiological conditions), side effects and non-specific interactions with tissue due to broad distribution of the photosensitizer in the body, low to moderate light absorption (the best sensitizers such as Phthalocyanines, Porphyrines, and Photofrin (which is a Porphyrin) have extinction coefficients [ε] of several 10^5 L mol^-1 cm^-1 at best), and low accumulation at the tumor site.[36-42] These limitations require administering large doses of sensitizer, which then requires patients to avoid sunlight for four to six weeks after treatment. PDT with drastically improved sensitizers including better light absorption, better dispersibility in biologically relevant media and controlled delivery to tumors has the potential to advance PDT as an approach in a combinatorial or independent treatment scheme.

Some answers can be found in the development of nanotechnology enabled platforms, in particular for improvement of sensitizer dispersibility and controlled delivery. A number of inorganic nanoparticle photosensitizers including quantum dots,[43,44] gold nanoparticles,[45-47] magnetic nanoparticles,[48,49], and metal-oxide nanoparticles[50-54] are under study. Organic platforms have also been developed to encapsulate or envelop PDT sensitizers.[55-60]

Recently, photosensitizer-doped conjugated polymer nanoparticles have received attention as potential photosensitizers for PDT. McNeill et al. developed conjugated polymer nanoparticles (CPNPs) with the photosensitizer blended into the nanoparticle.[61] They observed singlet oxygen formation from the tetraphenylporphyrine (TPP) photosensitizer embedded in the CPNPs and DNA damage under PDT conditions.[61] The Xu and Saeed groups followed up with reports on
PDT with similar CPNPs showing singlet oxygen luminescence [62] and PDT effects [63]. Further progress has been reported in the development of doped, multifunctional and near-infrared absorbing CPNPs recently by several groups.[64-70]

Our group has published extensively on the fabrication of conjugated polymer nanoparticles (CPNPs), such as those obtained from poly[2-methoxy-5-(2-ethylhexyl-oxy)-p-phenylenevinylene] (MEH-PPV).[71-76] Here we review our work showing the success of the CPNPs in vitro for PDT application including for targeted delivery and therapeutics. The significance of CPNPs as next generation sensitizers for PDT compared to existing sensitizers lies in their (i) large extinction coefficients \( \epsilon > 10^7 \text{ L mol}^{-1} \text{ cm}^{-1} \), i.e. 2 to 3 orders of magnitude higher than current small molecule sensitizers such as Phthalocyanine, Porphyrin, and Photofrin), (ii) efficient triplet formation as necessary for PDT with triplet energies that are close to that of oxygen,[77] (iii) intrinsic ROS formation (no need for sensitizing dopants or encapsulation of conventional sensitizers), (iv) low to absent cytotoxicity found in vitro (in dark), (v) buffer dispersibility and stability, (vi) intrinsic fluorescence for tracking of delivery (no need for dye dopant or attachment), and (vii) adaptable design for targeted delivery. The large extinction coefficient \( \epsilon \) indicates that the photon absorption rate is 2 to 3 orders of magnitude higher than current small molecule sensitizers (where the best sensitizers have an extinction coefficient of several \( 10^5 \)). Thus, the resulting rate of ROS generation for PDT is 2 to 3 orders of magnitude higher for our CPNPs compared to current small molecule sensitizers, and CPNPs could generate therapeutic doses of ROS with 100 to 1,000 times less light exposure. In vivo studies by McNeill et al. have shown that such CPNPs are able to circulate in the body and reach tumor tissue without direct injection into the tumor, further indicating their usefulness as next generation PDT photosensitizers.[78]

2. Non-tumor targeted conjugated polymer nanoparticles

In this section, we present progress made in developing MEH-PPV based CPNPs with respect to the use of the photosensitizing dopant phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM) (Figure 1)

Figure 1: Schematic of the (a) poly[2-methoxy-5-(2-ethylhexyl-oxy)-p-phenylenevinylene] (MEH-PPV) and (b) phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM).

The design of these CPNPs is based on efficient charge transfer between MEH-PPV and PCBM that enhances formation of radicals.[79] These radicals then further enhance ROS formation in the presence of oxygen. Fullerene has shown successful application in PDT applications in both dispersed molecular form as well as in fullerene nanoparticles.[80-85] Limitations were found, however, with cytotoxicity of
these materials.[84] The benefit of blending the fullerene PCBM into composite MEH-PPB/PCBM CPNPs is that fullerene cytotoxicity is substantially reduced. We also show in this section that although adding a sensitizing dopant does have some benefits in increasing PDT effectiveness, the gains may not be sufficient to warrant the extra steps in preparation or risks of introducing cytotoxicity in the CPNP design. Indeed, the conjugated polymer that forms CPNPs is a highly effective PDT sensitizer itself.

2.1 Fullerene doped MEH-PPV CPNPs as PDT sensitizers

The MEH-PPV/PCBM CPNPs were prepared by the reprecipitation method.[76] This method produces CPNPs in ~20–100 nm size range,[76] which is ideal for internalization by cells.[86-88] We settled on 50 wt% PCBM doping level since this blend affords efficient charge transfer between MEH-PPV and PCBM, with a quantum efficiency that is near 1.[89] To evaluate the intrinsic (i.e. in the absence of light exposure for PDT) cytotoxicity of the MEH-PPV/PCBM CPNPs we used the MTT in vitro assay to quantify cell proliferation properties in the presence and absence of CPNPs.
Figure 2: Normalized cell viability for cell lines dosed with MEH-PPV/PCBM CPNPs under dark conditions (no PDT applied), compared with the control (no CPNPs). Reprinted from Ref. [90] with permission from Springer.

Our data, presented in Figure 2, show that the CPNPs do not affect the proliferation of the cell lines used in the study, except for the breast cancer cell line (MDA-MB-231) at the highest applied dose of CPNPs, where the cell population dies off instead of proliferating normally. The mechanisms that make the breast cancer cell line unusually sensitive to the MEH-PPV/PCBM CPNPs are currently not understood. The quenching of MEH-PPV fluorescence due to the presence of PCBM made quantification of CPNP internalization by flow cytometry problematic, but overall CPNP internalization was observed with confocal microscopy (data not shown) to scale with aggressiveness of the cancer type, with the OVCAR3 ovarian cancer cell line being the most aggressive.[91,92]

The MTT in vitro assay was also used to determine effectiveness of PDT with MEH-PPV/PCBM CPNPs. Three CPNP doses were evaluated. Immediately after PDT the MTT assay shows effectiveness of the in
vitro PDT treatment. Our data indicate that immediately following PDT the live cell population for the TE-71 control cell line is reduced by nearly 20%, MDA-MB-231 shows decreases approaching 30%, for A549 decreases approaching 40% are observed, and for OVCAR3 up to 70% reduction in cell population is observed immediately after PDT. We also left the samples in the incubator for 4 and 12 hours after PDT treatment to determine if there are any delayed effects for treatment to be effective, for instance due to persistence of ROS. The data for the 4 hour time point is shown in Figure 3. At the 4 hours post-PDT incubation time point the live cell population for the TE-71 control cell line was found to be consistent at 20% population reduction, MDA-MB-231 showed an additional 5% decreases, A549 population decrease jumped to 60%, and for OVCAR3 a near complete reduction in cell population was observed for the 2×10⁻³⁴ and 3.6×10⁻³⁴ mg/ml CPNP doses at light doses >60 J/cm². The 12 hour time point provided no significant improvement over the 4 hour time point results. Phototoxicity controls (vide infra, no CPNPs, exposure to highest light dose) show no cell death upon light exposure, so the observed decreases in cell viability confirm that CPNPs taken up by cell lines (including the non-cancer control) are PDT active.

Figure 3: MTT cell viability assays 4 hours after completion of composite MEHPPV/PCBM-based PDT. PDT using three CPNP doses and three light doses was studied. Adapted from Ref. [90] with permission from Springer.

The PDT data suggest modest “passive” targeting of the MEH-PPV/PCBM CPNPs to cancer lines compared to the non-cancer control, which could be due to differences in surface charge on the cell membrane of the different cell lines. Reports indicate that cancer cell lines have less negative charge on their surfaces compared to normal cell lines,[93] which allows NPs (average zeta potential is −9.66±8.1 mV) to have more interaction with cancer cells than with the normal cells.[94-96] Differences in metabolic rate (aggressiveness) between the normal cell line and the cancer cell lines should also be considered.[91,97-99]

Comparing the results among the cancer cell lines, the substantially greater effectiveness towards the ovarian cancer cell line is probably related to the higher metabolic rate (aggressiveness) of this cancer type and differences in internalization pathways between cancer cell lines. Published literature gives a strong indication that the OVCAR3 cell line is more aggressive than the MDA-MB-231 breast cancer or A549 lung cancer cell.
It is also important to consider differences in CPNP internalization pathways across these cell lines. Our study on CPNP internalization suggests Caveolae-Mediated Endocytosis as a primary uptake mechanism in the case of HeLa cells (human epithelial carcinoma cell line),[100] but in broader context clathrin- and caveola-mediated endocytosis, and (macro)pinocytosis require consideration for nanoparticle internalization.[43] For instance, it has been shown that for A549 nanoparticles are internalized exclusively by clathrin-mediated endocytosis,[101] while for OVCAR3 nanoparticles go through energy-dependent uptake pathways,[102] which are all of the pathways discussed above. It’s thus possible to speculate that the high CPNP uptake by OVCAR3 is due to the involvement of all these pathways compared to the single nanoparticle internalization pathways available for A549 and MDA-MB-231.

To learn more about the CPNP induced PDT effect a double staining live/dead imaging experiment was completed. Interestingly, as shown in Figure 4, we find that for OVCAR-3 apoptotic cell death occurs followed by necrosis at the lower PDT light doses. A549 only exhibits necrosis. It’s likely though that adjusting CPNP or light dose could also prompt an apoptotic response from A549. The observation of apoptotic cell death upon CPNP PDT is interesting in that it gives potential to elicit an antitumor immune response.[32]

Overall, the MEH-PPV/PCBM CPNPs show unexpected specificity towards certain cancer cells, yield highly effective PDT treatment, and are able to induce apoptosis in human ovarian cancer (OVCAR3) \textit{in vitro}.

![Figure 4: Live/dead staining and fluorescence imaging for observation of apoptotic (FITC-annexin V, green) and necrotic cell (PI, red) death from PDT using composite MEH-PPV/PCBM CPNPs. Reprinted from Ref. [90] with permission from Springer.](image-url)
2.2 Undoped MEH-PPV CPNPs as PDT sensitizers

When considering potential clinical applicability, it’s important to keep therapeutic designs simple and avoid designs that jeopardize regulatory approval. The MEH-PPV/PCBM CPNPs reviewed in section 2.1 show great performance and usefulness in PDT, but the presence of the fullerene and the observation of cytotoxicity for the MDA-MB-231 cell line raises questions about their chances to make it to clinical application. We therefore continued by investigating the intrinsic PDT properties of MEH-PPV CPNPs without addition of further sensitizers.

The approach was deemed feasible because MEH-PPV is efficient at triplet formation, with triplet energies that are close to that of oxygen (as necessary for PDT).\[77\] MEH-PPV was thus expected to sensitize ROS formation without further addition of sensitizing dopants. As expected, signs of cytotoxicity observed for MEH-PPV/PCBM CPNPs were not observed for MEH-PPV-only CPNPs (data not shown). All cell lines studied showed populations that were not significantly different from the control (no CPNP). In addition, without PCBM present the MEH-PPV CPNPs are brightly fluorescent. Their fluorescence signal was used to quantify internalization of the non-tumor targeted MEH-PPV CPNPs by flow cytometry, see Figure 5.

![Flow cytometry data](image)

**Figure 5:** Flow cytometry data plotted to show (a) percentage of the cell population that internalized CPNPs (green bars) together with controls (red bars, no CPNPs), and (b) average fluorescence intensity observed from CPNPs (green bars) together with controls (red bars, no CPNPs). Adapted from Ref. [103] with permission from Elsevier.

CPNP internalization shows the same trend as discussed for the MEH-PPV/PCBM CPNPs, quantitatively confirming the arguments made in section 2.1. Flow cytometry data summarized in Figure 5 (a) shows that 68.2% of TE-71 cells internalized CPNPs, and 81.6%, 85.6%, and 90.05% of cells internalized CPNPs for MDAMB-231, A549, and OVCAR3, respectively. If we also consider the average fluorescence intensity of CPNPs in each cell line, shown in Figure 5 (b), a clear distinction between amount of cells with CPNPs and amount of CPNPs per cell can be made. Specifically, while an apparently large population of the non-cancer control cell line (TE71) internalized CPNP, the amount internalized is much less than CPNPs internalized by the cancer cell lines.

These findings were corroborated by confocal fluorescence imaging, for which the images shown in Figure 6 clearly illustrate the trend in CPNP internalization. CPNPs are abundant inside OVCAR3 and show least internalization by TE71. The CPNPs appear to localize in the cytoplasm.
Figure 6: Confocal fluorescence images and phase contrast images of TE-71, MDA-MB-231, A549 and OVCAR3 cells. The cells were incubated with $3.6 \times 10^{-4}$ mg/ml MEH-PPV CPNPs. The green color shows the fluorescence detected from the CPNPs. Nuclei were stained with DAPI (blue). Adapted from Ref. [103] with permission from Elsevier.

For PDT experiments the cell lines were incubated with three different doses of MEH-PPV CPNPs ($0.4 \times 10^{-4}$ mg/ml, $2 \times 10^{-4}$ mg/ml and $3.6 \times 10^{-4}$ mg/ml) and exposed to three different light doses (60 J/cm$^2$, 120 J/cm$^2$ or 180 J/cm$^2$). No phototoxicity was found during the experiments. PDT effectiveness was determined by MTT assay immediately after the treatment (data not shown), and after a post PDT incubation period of 4 h (Figure 7) and 12 h in dark (data not shown).

Figure 7: Cell populations determined by MTT assay after PDT treatment with different MEH-PPV CPNP doses and different light doses. Adapted from Ref. [103] with permission from Elsevier.
For each experiment, the cell population decreases from TE-71, MDA-MB-231, and A549 to OVCAR3, consistent with how MEH-PPV CPNP internalization varied. Looking at the individual cancer cell lines the cell population decreases with increasing CPNP dose. At the highest dose \((3.6 \times 10^{-4} \text{ mg/ml})\) a plateau in effectiveness appears to be reached. The non-cancer control cell line (TE71) shows no significant CPNP dose response due to the limited CPNP uptake. Light dose dependence is observed for A549 and OVCAR3. The higher amount of CPNPs uptaken by cells lines such as A549 and OVCAR3 compared to MDA-MB-231 leads to higher amounts of ROS and increased cell death as a result. Similar to the MEH-PPV/PCBM CPNPs, after 4 hours post-PDT incubation the highest cell death was recorded and the 12 hour time point provided no significant improvement over the 4 hour time point results.

Overall, the MEH-PPV CPNPs are profusely internalized by cancer cells without surface functionalities that target specific receptors on cancer cell membranes. Modest specificity towards cancer cells was found due to the surface charge of the MEH-PPV CPNPs and the different metabolic rates that cancer cells exhibit. The bright intrinsic fluorescence of the CPNPs brings great utility in fluorescence imaging to track the CPNPs. PDT with MEH-PPV CPNP was found to be effective, and scales with the extent of CPNP uptake and administered light dose. For the OVCAR3 cell line cell viability is near zero after treatment.

3. Tumor targeted conjugated polymer nanoparticles

There is no doubt about the potential effectiveness of non-targeted PDT photosensitizers, especially if direct injection into tumor tissue is possible. However, PDT photosensitizers are mostly administered intravenously into the body, and the sensitizer circulates through the body until cleared. Patients must avoid light for several weeks to avoid toxic side effects.\([104,105]\) Targeting the photosensitizer to the tumor tissue, where it should accumulate, can address such issue. This is frequently accomplished by decorating the nanoparticle surface with antibodies specific towards certain tumor types,\([106]\) or with ligand molecules that target receptors overexpressed by tumors.\([91,107-110]\)

Since MEH-PPV itself is not a good platform to perform chemistry on to introduce tumor targeting functionality on the MEH-PPV CPNP surface, we co-reprecipitated polystyrene graft ethylene oxide carboxylate (PS-PEO-COOH) with MEH-PPV during CPNP preparation.
Figure 8: Schematic of the process to functionalize MEH-PPV/PS-PEO-COOH CPNPs with folic acid. Adapted from Ref. [111] with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry.

Since the PS-PEO-COOH carboxyl groups are hydrophylic these point to water, while the hydrophobic polystyrene graft ethylene oxide polymer chain intermingles with MEH-PPV in the CPNPs. The carboxyl groups were then used with peptide chemistry to form covalent linkages with tumor targeting ligands. We choose folic acid as the targeting ligand since OVCAR3 strongly overexpresses the folate receptor (FR+).[91,112-116] Conversely, little overexpression of the folate receptor is reported for A549.[115,117-125] The MIA PaCa-2 cell line overexpresses other receptors and is negative for the folate receptor (FR-). The protocol of folic acid attachment to the MEH-PPV/PS-PEO-COOH CPNPs follows the typical EDC/NHS (N-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-N-ethylcarbodiimide hydrochloride/N-
Hydroxysuccinimide) peptide chemistry. The process is shown in Figure 8. The resulting folic acid functionalized MEH-PPV/PS-PEO-COOH CPNPs are labeled as FNP for clarity.

The resulting FNPs remain brightly fluorescent and show no cytotoxicity (data not shown). Taking advantage of the FNP fluorescence, selectivity of FNP uptake was evaluated by flow cytometry after incubating TE71, MIA PaCa-2, A549, and OVCAR3 with \(2 \times 10^{-4}\) mg/ml FNPs. The applied FNP dose was informed by the work reviewed in Section 2.2.

**Figure 9:** Uptake of FNPs quantified by flow cytometry. (a) Bar graph the percentage cell population that has internalized FNPs. (b) Bar graph indicating the average fluorescence intensity observed from FNPs for different cell lines. Red bars are data for the controls (no FNPs). Adapted from Ref. [111] with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry.

Flow cytometry data shown in Figure 9 confirm successful targeting to the FR+ cell lines (OVCAR3) through the folic acid ligand on the FNP surface. TE 71, MIA PaCa-2 and A549 data show no significant difference with the untreated (no FNPs) control, while for the OVCAR3 cell line 85% of the cell population has internalized FNPs.

Effectiveness and targeted nature of PDT was quantified by MTS assay (Figure 10) and flow cytometry (Figure 11). The MTS assay clearly shows that only the OVCAR3 cell lines are affected by the PDT treatment. Data for the other cell lines are not significantly different from the untreated control and the non-cancer cell line, consistent with the absence of FNP internalization and highly targeted nature of the FNPs.
Figure 10: MTS viability assay was used to quantify the cell population of PDT treated samples with respect to untreated (no FNPs added) control. Adapted from Ref. [111] with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry.

Flow cytometry was completed with the use of PI and Annexin V FITC staining after 4 hours of post-PDT incubation, which was previously determined to be time point where maximum PDT effectiveness is observed (see sections 2.1 and 2.2). The selected cell staining scheme allows for the evaluation of cell death efficiency and pathways. Results are shown in Figure 11. Panels A through D show 2D fluorescence intensity plots with annexin V FITC fluorescence intensity on the x-axis and PI (propidium iodide) fluorescence intensity on the y-axis. Data for untreated controls (no FNPs, stain added) are shown in red, data for treated samples (FNPs added, stain added) are shown in black.

Figure 11: Flow cytometry data for PDT/FNP treated samples (black) and PDT untreated (no FNP) controls (red). 2D fluorescence dot plots for annexin V FITC and PI fluorescence are shown for (a) TE 71 (non-cancer control), (b) MIA PaCa-2 (FR-), (c) A549 (FR-) and (d) OVCAR3 (FR+). Overall cell viability (e), fraction of necrotic (f) and apoptotic cells (g), and the relation between PDT induced cell death and FNP uptake are shown as bar graphs. Adapted from Ref. [111] with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry.
In these plots, live cells show up in the lower left quadrant, apoptotic cells in the lower right quadrant, necrotic cells in the top left quadrant, and cells that are double stained (showing both with annexin V FITC and PI fluorescence). Quantifying the results reveals that for the OVCAR3 cell line (Figure 11 (d)), almost 75% of the cells are dual stained, 14% cells are stained by PI only (necrotic) and 6% cells are stained by annexin V-FITC (apoptotic). The other cell lines are not significantly different from their controls, again consistent with the highly targeted nature of the FNPs and effective PDT on the target. We analyzed the data further to quantify overall cell viability Figure 11 (e) and its relation to FNP uptake Figure 11 (h), and fraction of necrotic Figure 11 (f) and apoptotic cells Figure 11 (g). For overall cell viability the PDT treated non-targeted cancer cell lines and the non-cancer control line are indistinguishable from the untreated (no FNP) controls. For the targeted cancer cell line, however, only 5% of cells survive treatment. Observations are consistent with the MTS assay results. From flow cytometry we also learned that the OVCAR3 cell line has 14% necrotic cells and 6.5% apoptotic cells, the rest of the dead cells are double stained. Note that some cell death (~15%) is observed for MIA PaCa-2 in both the treated sample and untreated control. We found MIA PaCa-2 to be very sensitive to handling during measurements. Finally, Figure 11 (h) indicates a 1:1 correlation between FNP uptake and PDT effectiveness for the targeted cancer cell line, OVCAR3.

Overall, the in vitro PDT experiments with the FNPs (MEH-PPV/PS-PEO-COOH/Folic Acid CPNPs) show almost complete cell killing for OVCAR3, the targeted cancer cell line, making the FNPs highly effective PDT sensitizers. No PDT induced cell mortality is observed for the non-targeted cell lines, indicating excellent targeting capability of the FNPs.

4. Conclusion and Outlook
Substantial progress has been made in addressing limitations of past and current generation PDT sensitizers through the development of Conjugated Polymer Nanoparticles as a next generation PDT photosensitizer. Conjugated Polymer Nanoparticles have been shown to be effective nanotherapeutics for PDT. Their unprecedented light absorption, efficient ROS generation, high level of targeted delivery and selective uptake, absence of dark toxicity and high percentage of PDT induced cell mortality observed indicate a promising next generation PDT sensitizer. Further advancements can be made by developing near-infrared absorbing CPNPs, work that is in progress in our group and at other groups, to improve their usefulness in treating tumors that are not at the surface of tissues. Furthermore, PDT requires oxygen to be present at the tumor site, however, tumors often exhibit hypoxia. This issue has remained unresolved and requires further study.
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